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WITH THANKS TO ALL PARTNERS – TOGETHER WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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THE
GOOD
Practical Day teas and lunch

5The spirit of partnership. Chris Barry (right),

MD of HCV, gets a thanks from one of the cops.

Camaraderie among the troops

Midway on N3 - 10 tested,
2 passed and 8 failed
Around 80 traffic officers from all over Kwa-Zulu Natal
converged in the Midway area recently for the two-day
FleetWatch Brake & Tyre Watch training project – and all
went away armed with knowledge and a determination
to apply their newly acquired skills to rid the roads of
unroadworthy trucks writes Patrick O’Leary.
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A

t 7.30am, the parking area
at the Blue Haze Country
Lodge was empty, save for
a few of our partner’s cars
and a handful of the small
hired cars of passing tourists staying
overnight. By 8.00am – that same
area was filled to capacity with the
smart characteristic blue and red
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5The team sets out to train traffic officials at Midway
KwaZulu-Natal transport courtesy of Imperial Truck
Rental. Teamwork makes it happen.
striped vehicles of the KZN Traffic
Police. The sight was enough to
churn the gut of any criminal wishing
to do business on the day.
The occupants of those cars were
equally smart – kitted out in their
full uniforms and looking like their
meant business. One of the things
that impressed was that by 8.30am,
the training room – kindly donated
to us by Blue Haze Country Lodge
– was filled to capacity with cops
waiting for the training session to
begin. These cops were on time,
disciplined and they were smart.
Great combination.
The day’s theoretical training went
extremely well with enthusiastic
participation by the delegates as each
of our expert trainers gave their
presentations. The next day got off
to an early start when all the cops
gathered at the Midway weighing
station and test centre for the
second day’s practical training.
Divided into teams, they were
taken by their team leaders from
learning station to learning station,
starting with tyres, then 5th wheels,
then brakes, then into the pit to
study the underside of the trucks
and trailers. The rigs that were
deemed – via visible inspections – to
have suspect braking, were put on
the brake roller tester for a full test.
All the trucks had been randomly
selected from the N3, which runs
alongside the centre.
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Achievement

Although the prime aim of the
Brake & Tyre Watch project is to
train traffic officials, an off-spin is
that due to the realistic nature of
the practical training day, the project
also gives us a handle on the state of
trucks operating on our roads. On
this point, there is still no good news.
Out of the 10 trucks tested, only
two passed – one being an RTMS
accredited vehicle. One was repaired
and released, six were impounded
with Discontinuation of Service
notices, and one, which would have
failed the roadworthy test anyway,
was impounded as a stolen vehicle
and the driver arrested.
There is something seriously
wrong out there. The maintenance
of trucks is far from ideal and in our
opinion, attention to maintenance
detail is sadly lacking. If you
operate a truck, you have a
responsibility to ensure that
truck is roadworthy. Why are so
many operators not living up
to that responsibility?
I don’t really care for
excuses anymore. That’s
Zuma’s territory. There
are no excuses. Just get
it right for goodness
sake. It’s not that hard
to do. Read Section
49 of the Road Traffic
Act and apply it. It’s
actually quite easy.
So just do it! q

In-depth training

 Reward for learning

The day of theoretical training is an
intense but fun-filled one with each
expert partner giving a presentation
explaining the workings of different
components on a truck/trailer
combination. The wider role the cops
play in the overall economy and wellbeing of South Africa is also spelt out.
After each presentation, a question is
asked and a prize presented to the
cop who gets it right. Here BPW’s
George Hartman hands out a prize to
one of the winners.
The spirit of learning
and camaraderie is
fantastic.
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THE
BAD
5This shock absorber is rendered useless in performing its function.

It’s a war – and
we’re losing it!

It’s a war – and we’re losing it. So says Dave Scott,
FleetWatch correspondent after attending the FleetWatch
Brake & Tyre Watch project held at Midway in KwaZuluNatal where eight out of ten trucks failed their
roadworthy tests. In this article, Scott concludes that
transport operations are being run without due regard to
policy, procedure and discipline.
THE BATTLEFIELD of South African
roads has accounted for a conservative
150 000 deaths over the past ten
year period averaging at 15 000 killed
annually. Now contrast that with figures
from the war in Iraq:
• U.S. service members killed in Iraq
between 2003 and 2014 - 4 491
• Iraqi body count project estimates
110 937 civilian deaths by Dec 2012
- 110 937
TOTAL: 115 428
Now conservatively link at least
500 000 serious injuries that
accompany the 150 000 casualties
on our roads and imagine how that
congests our already over-stretched
medical services and hospitals.
Ho-hum, yawn – it’s just another
50

day on South African roads where
41 people will die. It’s a shocking
perspective.
Worse still is the wastage – 150 000
funerals at an average of R20 000 a
grieving session means R30-billion has
been spent on placing cadavers into
the ground with no investment return!
We have not even built a school,
hospital, fixed a pothole or saved the
environment.
And many truckers don’t care! The
failure rate at the Escourt weighbridge/
test station in March 2016 was 80%.
The ‘Tokoloshe of Fields Hill’ where
23 perished in a single truck crash is
waiting for all of us. Why?
It’s evident that transport operations
are being run without due regard to
policy, procedure and discipline. It’s
‘anything goes’ on our roads and no
amount of driver training can make

5This slack adjuster hasn’t been adjusted in

ages. Imbalanced braking. Push rod also bent.

5Damaged trailer floor

5Loose wheel nuts
up for a lack of policy, procedure and
discipline.
So don’t look to training as the
perfect antidote for dangerous
trucking. Get written-down
competencies in place and ways of
how to implement those skills with
follow up checks. And then let this
become the culture of the business
where we do it safely because that’s
what we believe in and the way we
are.
What was evident at FleetWatch
Brake & Tyre Watch is the large
number of small items that can enter
a cascade of events ending in a major
catastrophe. It’s a war and by what
I have seen over many Brake & Tyre
Watch exercises, we are losing it! q
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Illegal brake connectors
5The brake connectors on this unit
are illegal, tap-style, shut-off valves and
must be automatic non-interchangeable
male/female couplings.

Loose wheel nuts
5Missing wheel fastening nuts is a perennial
problem. But when they are finger tight as
on this trailer, it points to a total absence of
policy, procedure and discipline

Trailer park brake tied down
5Wiring down a trailer park brake
is illegal. Why have a park brake
legally installed on a trailer if it is not
operable?

Good among the bad
5There are so many unsecured cargo
lashing corners lying around on semitrailers that it’s a pleasure to see a
proper cradle for these items and tightly
secured with a load-strap.

Inaccessible drain valve
5The spare wheel mounting on this
new trailer blocks access to the trailer
brake reservoir drain valve. This will
mean over a period of time that the air
reservoir will fill with condensation to
the detriment of the braking system

WATCH
THE VIDEO

Loose catwalk
5This catwalk behind the truck cab
was completely loose on one side and
fastened on the other side with a single
cable-tie. A catwalk dropping onto the
road can create havoc.
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The nuts holding the spare wheel
onto the mounting bracket were
loose and finger tight. A rattling
spare wheel will eventually break
off the retaining bolts and smash
into the vehicles behind.
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=AUXy1EDHPQg

Air reservoir location fault
5These air reservoirs are located on
a sloping section of a trailer chassis – a
technical fault is that the drain valves,
not being level, will never operate
as the moisture will gravitate to the
bottom end of the sloping tanks and
collect condensation there to the
detriment of the braking system.
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5Incorrect dual spacing (tyres kissing

which will cause heat and tyre failure).

A
5The shoulder wear has gone too far and the slack belt edges will soon be
exposed.

Tyre Woes

One of the main aims of Brake & Tyre Watch is to teach
traffic officials to identify signs of unroadworthiness on
trucks without using any other equipment apart from
their God-given senses. These senses, combined with the
skills and knowledge imparted through the Brake &Tyre
Watch training, will enable any cop to stop a massive
interlink combination out on the road - on his/her own
and - and using the senses and knowledge, to determine
if it has a chance of passing or failing a roadworthy test.
The state of the tyres are a sure fire sign of good or bad
maintenance of a rig.
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s in all of the Brake &
Tyre Watch projects, a
number of tyre faults were
found which were either
downright dangerous,
totally illegal or were costing the
operator money through ignorance
of correct tyre use.
Stephen Norris, our tyre expert
from our partner company
Bridgestone Commercial, was
there with his usual enthusiastic
passion, guiding the cops not only
through identifying tyres which
were dangerous and unsafe, but also
teaching them about the correct use
of tyres to maximise their life and thus profit for the operator.
What never ceases to amaze us
is that so many tyre faults are so
easy to spot and yet are so often
ignored by drivers and/or their
bosses. Or if they are spotted, are
ignored as inconsequential. I recall
once seeing a huge bulb on the side
of a tyre. Asked if he had told his
boss about it, the driver said he had
but the boss had told him to keep
on driving or otherwise lose his job.
We hear many such stories from
drivers.
The pictures alongside show both
dangerous and money wasting tyre
practices. It needn’t be this way and
it is in everyone’s interest to ensure
it is not this way. C’mon, just get it
right. q
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5This tyre is below the legal tread depth. Take it off the
road! A blow-out waiting to happen.

No
tread

5A shoulder cut in another tyre!

Clear evidence of the lack of pre-trip
inspections.

5Another tread cut with tyre

material exposed. This tyre should
be removed from service.

5A tread cut which

definitely happened ages
ago and the smoothness
around is because of
friction between two
rubbers.

3This photograph shows
the tyre's unique serial
number and customer
branding number.
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5The tread is cut and damaged –
should be taken off the road.
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Stolen!

Theft
rears its
ugly

Forged!

head

W

hile the Brake &
Tyre Watch exercise
concentrates mainly
on training cops to
spot and identify signs
of unroadworthiness on trucks, the
Estcourt project exposed another ill in
our industry – stolen vehicles – and it
was the professional expertise of the
cops who discovered this.
As per our normal modus operandi,
the rig had been randomly selected
from the road for inspection. A
number of unroadworthy signs were
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5This truck trailer combination

was randomly pulled off the road
for testing during the training
exercise. What followed was totally
unexpected.

5The sharp eyes of one the cops

spotted discrepancies on this licence
disc. It was forged.
noticed but it was the eagle eyes
of one of the traffic officials who
spotted a flaw in the license disc
of the trailer that led to further
investigations. He saw that the
printed number on the disc was
skew and on closer inspection,
identified other flaws on the disc
which acted as giveaways that the
license disc had been forged. It was a
hand-made disc.
The cops then moved to the
trailer and sure enough, the number
stamped on the chassis data plate 55

5One of the cops phones in the

different chassis numbers to check the
legality of it all.
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5This four figure chassis number was an original.

5The chassis number on the trailer’s data plate differed

from that on the licence disc. It was barely legible and was
obviously a ‘home-made’ fake.

differed to the one on the licence disc. It was also barely legible and was
obviously forged.
An original stamped number on the chassis was taken down and one of the
cops then got on the phone to check it all out. To cut a long story short, it was
discovered that the trailer had been stolen. The driver was then arrested.
The guys who stole it had done a good paint job on it but the swanky new
look of the trailer came nowhere near to competing against the hawk eyes and
professionalism of these cops.
The rig itself had a number of faults which deemed it to be unroadworthy so it
would have ended up being parked anyway. But then, to add insult to injury, we
couldn’t move it out the way to let other trucks through. The gears had seized.
Aaaargh!
It was a big thanks to Joey’s Towing who had arrived to tow another
suspended truck away. Without hesitation, they agreed to hitch it up and tow it
into the holding yard. Thanks for that Joey’s.
There are a lot of ills in our industry. This episode highlights yet another one.
The good news to come out this is that the cops did a superb job and hopefully,
the follow up will lead to further arrests. FleetWatch has the highest praise for
the team that discovered all this. Well done guys. Your action gives us all hope
that one day, we will win the fight. q

5Thanks to Joey’s Towing

for getting it out of our
way after the gears ‘seized”.
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5Confirmation comes through on
the phone. “It’s stolen. Arrest the
driver and impound the truck.”

6The driver of the stolen trailer is
arrested and taken off to jail.

Caught!
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